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4 for party reasons, and to avoid giving the impression that
he had carried out a purely personal operation'. The
intermediary between Mussolini and Nitti was General
Capello, an important dignitary of the Palazzo Giustiniani
freemasons, voted president of honour by the Fascist
Congress of Rome. He was later condemned to thirty years5
imprisonment by the special tribunal for his alleged com-
plicity in the attempted murder of the Duce by Colonel
Zaniboni in November 1925. Without mentioning Musso-
lini's proposals, Nitti sounded the Popolari and the socialists,
but did not succeed in making them accept his scheme.
Mussolini's other hope was Orlando, to whom he had
suggested a coalition ministry, to include the fascists and
the representatives of the General Confederation of Labour.
One after the other Orlando, Bonomi, De Nava, Orlando
again, and De Nicola tried unsuccessfully to form a govern-
ment. The Popolari maintained their twofold ban on
Giolitti and the right. The socialists went so far as to
promise support, but refused participation. And right in
the middle of the crisis, on the 25th, the press came out with
a letter from Giolitti, who declared himself opposed to the
pact between Popolari and socialists, the reason being that
he wanted to avoid important changes until November,
when he proposed to take office again himself. In this letter
he criticized the ' unjustified impatience* of those who had
provoked the crisis, and attacked them roundly. * What
good can a Don Sturzo-Treves-Turati coalition do the
country ? ' he asked, giving vent to all the bitterness he
retained from his set-back of May 1921.
In face of all these difficulties and complications which
threatened to prolong the crisis indefinitely, the socialist
group decided, on the morning of the 28th, to take a step
forward, and announced that they ( would not shrink from
any action that could compel respect from those who owed
it to the clearly expressed desire of the National Assembly
for freedom and the right of organization ' ; in other words,
they would not shrink even from participation in the govern-
ment. But the Popolari., although they did not want the
right wing included in the new government, were alarmed
by the increasing seriousness of the situation and the pro-

